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Concurrently, there has been
unprecedented interest in the role of religion, namely Islam, in
as we)) as gender relations and the status of women.
the development of Middle Eastern women warranted by the
rise of religious fundamentalist movements in the region.
The principle hypothesis of the study is that rural
Despite the vast literature on these topics, there has been a
women are an essential yet exploited component of the agrarian
marked absence of empirical studies with historical and
project in Lebanon. I argue that this exploitation of women is
comprehensive orientations. In the case of Lebanon, standard
a function of an official economic project which benefits from
literature on its political and economic experience, has always
the predominant patriarchal and religious order, while
overlooked women and gender. Neither do regional women's
accommodating the interests of a local elite and those of an
studies in general explore the lives of Middle Eastern and
international market. Furthermore, this case study challenges
Lebanese women in the comprehensive context of their
both a culturalist approach which identifies Islam and Arab
culture as the main determinants of the status of Arab women,
countries ' evolution. They tend to rely on interpretations of
and mainstream modernization theories which stress the
religion and patriarchy as the main determinants of women's
principle role of capitalist development in women 's
conditions. The study of rural women in the region especially,
has been marked by outright negligence.2 Akram Khater argues
empowerment. It argues that Lebanese women 's lives are
that, "buried under the label of family, peasant women [in
shaped not simply by religion and culture, but especially by the
Lebanon] appear as simply a part of the family, a sub-unit of the
dynamics of national economic development, class position,
clan structure. Viewed mostly as happy matrons, no exploration
international relations, and public policy.
is ever offered of peasant women as individuals.'" This study
attempts to address these deficiencies. It aims to induce a
The analysis in this study builds on the foundation of
recognition of the significance of women 's role and gender
the dependency and world-system approaches which consider
relations in rural development, through a case study of the
capitalism as a system of production that incorporates the seeds
tobacco cultivation system in Lebanon.' It provides quantitative
of women's exploitation and underdevelopment in its very
and qualitative analyses of various aspect of non-wage
structure and historical process.
It departs from both
agricultural domestic labour, the basic socio-political forces
approaches, however, by recognizing some role for patriarchy
and religion in the perpetuation of women's underdevelopment
that create and perpetuate such a mode of production, and
women's perception of their own role within this structure.
- a role equally unexplored in both approaches. Moreover, this
position treats women as an integrated and active variable in the
overall equation of capitalist development, whereas the topThe objective of this paper is to demonstrate the
dependency of an important Lebanese industry on the
down dependency approach considers them a passive noncontribution of rural women. This contribution is treated in
integrated element available to join capitalist production as a
conjunction with the historical development of South Lebanon
reserve labor force only when needed and, then, to be
- the largest tobacco area in the country - under the rule of both
withdrawn from the market when necessary. The examination
the Ottomans and the French colonizers, as we)) within the
of the dynamics of tobacco production in Lebanon and the
context of post-colonial public policies. In the process, the
analysis of the data collected to this end reveal that women are
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in fact a central and constant element in the capitalist
development process. Furthermore, it reveals that, despite the
fact that their conditions are marked by a high level of
exploitation, rural women reflect neither passivity nor
irrationality of choices.
Finally, it is important to note that this paper does not
claim an exhaustive exploration of the whole tobacco
production system in Lebanon. Nor does it provide a detailed
analysis of the political and economic structure of South
Lebanon and the relations between its tobacco growers and the
government. The analysis only focuses on one aspect of this
industry which involves the labor activities of women
(especially unpaid) in the context of rural family relations, and
the role of these activities in agrarian capitalist production.
Clearly, the other pertinent issues will not be ignored though
only a brief overview of each of them will be provided in
support of the main subject of inquiry.
METHODOLOGY AND DATA COLLECTION:

The methodological foundation of this study is based
on a synthesis of theory building and empirical data collection
and analysis. The theoretical framework is grounded in current
paradigms of development and state-society relations , feminist
theories of international relations, and recent interest in Islam
and Middle Eastern societies. Considering the scarcity of
literature on the tobacco industry and the deficiency of gender
sensitive data in Lebanon, the empirical foundation draws on
extensive field research 5 I conducted in Lebanon in the
summers of 1994 and 1995. During those periods, I conducted
interviews with government officials from various ministries,
including the Head of Foreign Relations of the Ministry of
Agriculture 6 and the General Director of the Ministry of Social
Affairs; representatives of the tobacco company (La Regie
Libanaise des Tabacs et Tombacs, commonly referred to as the
Regie) ; representatives of non-profit organizations (NGOs) and
intergovernmental agencies; tobacco plantation owners; and
female agricultural workers and, whenever possible, their
husbands . The objectives of the field research were:
1) to document the relative size of the female agricultural labor
force engaged in this sector, its daily production activities, and
the conditions under which it operates;
2) to identify women 's perception of their work and its value;
3) to investigate the general perception of women's paid and
unpaid work; 4) to analyze the effects of women's economic
participation on their status and development within and
without the family, and how this contribution interacts with
other socio-religious and political variables specific to rural
Lebanese society.
The initial stage of my fieldwork was at the Regie, a
highly bureaucratic establishment. Since my contact person at
the Regie was one of the top five directors , access to the
company's archives and classified documents was relatively
facilitated. At the Regie's Registry I had access to records of
some details related to the country's tobacco plantations7 for the
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pre-l 975 period and more recent years . Even though figures on
the size of cultivated lands and licenses were outdated and often
inconsistent, they provided an overall background of the
magnitude and potentials of the industry. I visited also two of
the Regie's regional offices (Tyre and al-Batroun) where I
obtained records of their respective towns; I also interviewed
their local staff.
The highlight offield research and its main component
were open-ended interviews carried out in 4 villages with
female tobacco laborers. The villages were chosen along
religious and regional lines: 2 Shi ' a villages from the South, a
historically deprived area under continuous Israeli aggression,
with the largest concentration of tobacco crops in the country;
and 2 (one Christian and one Shi'a) villages from al-Batroun north of Beirut - a relatively privileged area with a large
concentration of Christian Maronites - a minority whose elite
until recently had the upper hand in the country's economical
and political affairs. The rationale behind this selection was to
consider the effects of regional and religious differences along
with their political and economic implications on the status and
development of Lebanese women. s
Formal interviews were conducted using a
questionnaire which covered a wide range of topics ranging
from family relations and background, personal activities and
interests, to production activities. The main focus of the
questionnaire was the division of labor within the household
and in agricultural production. The questionnaire also included
a section on decision making processes which relate to
agricultural production and sales, children's schooling and
socializing behavior, family health , and domestic outlays.
Most interviews lasted about 45 minutes, and more
than often questions not on the questionnaire were posed when
deemed necessary. My findings are based on a total of 82
formal interviews with 62 women and 20 men from all 4
villages (see Table 1). However, the concluding analysis is also
based on many informal group discussions and informal
interviews held without the formality of a questionnaire during
visits to about 200 households .9
TABLE

1:

DISTRIBUTION OF FORMAL INTERVIEWS BY REGION
AND RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION

Male

Female

Shi'a from South Lebanon

10

40

Shi'a from Mount Lebanon

4

10

Maronite from Mt. Lebanon

6

12

20

62

Total

Field Research Data, collected by the writer, Lebanon 1994 - 1995

13

In terms of the definition and role of female labor in its
various forms, tobacco farming typically involves the following
categories of women laborers:
1- Women who are independently employed as seasonal fulltime or part-time wage laborers on tobacco farms (category I or
Cl).
2- Female dependents of full-time male wage laborers on
tobacco farms (category 2 or C2).
3- Women in tobacco-producing households whose husbands or
fathers are engaged in outside paid employment activities
(category 3 or C3).
4- Women in households completely dependent on earnings
from tobacco production with no other sources of income
(category 4 or C4).
This study treats women of these categories as a
homogeneous group insofar as they suffer disadvantages
because of their class and regional affiliation , their gender, and
the sexual division of labor. However, the analysis will
demonstrate that their individual status, value of labor, and
relationship to the market differ to a great degree according to
their immediate household context, marital status, and overall
social situation of their families. The analysis in this study
draws only on interviews with women from the third and fourth
categories. During the war, the tenant system of production
witnessed a great decline and only household production
persisted. Therefore, the number of women from the first and
second categories (at least in the selected villages) is not
significant and does not provide enough data for an adequate
analysis of their rate and modes of participation. Table 2
indicates the family status, household category, and
employment status of female interviewees from the second and
third categories.
TABLE

2:

interrupt the husband or a (male) neighbor as they tried to
answer on behalf of the woman. But in all cases people were
cooperative and willing to share their time . Some women were
especially eager to express their views and frustrations with
their life conditions. A few went as far as com plaining openly
(yet with a hint of a joke) about their husbands who, in their
words, "spend their days socializing over coffee while we
women do the dirty job." On many occasions, I also had the
chance to 'silently' observe women at work. Typically, a group
of women (commonly extended family members) of various
ages sit in a circle around piles of tobacco leaves and spend
long hours stringing them. Those moments
of silent observation brought me closer
to the world of tobacco women
a
world
of
undervalued
efforts and

FAMILY STATUS AND EMPLOYMENT CONDITIONS OF
FEMALE LABORERS

;

Married

Single*

Widow

C3

C4
33

Shi' aJSouth

36

2

2

7

Shi ' a/Mt. Leb.

10

0

0

6**

4

Maronite/Mt. Leb.

II

0

1

9+

3

exploited
labor - an assembly line of hard working
hands stringing tobacco leaves with a bit of
hope and a lot of anger, muted anger.

Field Research Data. collected by the writer. Lebanon 1994 - 1995.
*These single women are included in C4 and are treated as married women as

WOMEN IN LEBANON:

A BRIEF OVERVIEW

they live with their families although they rent their own lice nses .
** Including one who works part-time as an elementary school teacher.

+ Including 3 women who also hold outside jobs: 2 work as nurses and one as
a school teacher.

Finally, It IS important to note that I rarely had the
chance to interview women alone. Family members, passersby, and occasionally, husbands were present, and may have
affected their responses. More often than not, I had to politely
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A world-system approach situates
national economies within "an international
capitalist system with a division of labor
corresponding to its constituent parts - core, periphery, and
semi-periphery".'" Increasing globali zation has extended the
boundaries of this system and linked small units in the
periphery, such as the household, typically regarded as outside
capitalist production , to the interests and fluctuation of the
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market in the core." These units provide international capital
and market with opportunities for profit maximization by
performing undocumented labor at a very low cost. Both the
state (another unit in the world capitalist system) and women
(from within the household unit) are fundamental to the
process
maintenance of this exploitative exchange
(Moghadam , 1993). " The state accommodates this process 1)
through policies (or lack of policy) which permit the
incorporation of household labor (women) into low-wage
sectors and/or non-wage activities; and 2) by fostering
ideological and patriarchal structures which undermine
women's position and work and exclude them from the power
structure. As a result, while typically situated outside the formal
market, women form a substantial yet unacknowledged supply
of the world 's labor force .
Lebanon and its economic functions in the
international division of labor fit well within the world-system
perspective. Both as producer of raw material s and
service center for international capital, it has always
been dependent on women's work in its various
forms. Nevertheless, official employment and
educational policies have left women in a

constant state of marginalization and exploitation . At the same
time, the political structure thrives on a system of primordial
and sectarian groupings. This system is rooted in colonial
policies and post-independence governmental strategies which
have fostered ideological and patriarchal structures detrimental
to the development and empowerment of women. ' 3 They have
also reproduced dependency, inequality, and uneven regional
development.
The tobacco industry in Lebanon is a perfect example
of an arena which illustrates the complex economic and
political dynamics of the Lebanese system. This industry is a
state monopoly which operates through a restrictive licensing
system. As such, it is a national economic enterprise of a rather
unique status, especially, considering the typically hands-off
governmental policy and the laissez-faire structure of the
Lebanese economy. Tn addition, its production constitutes about
10% of the total national agricultural GOP which in turn is
7.2 % to 10% of the total na-tional GOP.14 It has been a vital
element in the Lebanese economy, primarily as a source of hard
currency generated by the export of unprocessed tobacco
products. It also constitutes the livelihood of a large segment of
the rural popul ation especially in , but not restricted to, the
South, one of Lebanon 's less developed areas. For al) practical
and obvious reasons, the tobacco indu stry in Lebanon
represents one of the most
intense
and
complex
forms
of

relations
between the state and the
peasantry - a relation th at has been
historically marked by recurring
social and political unrest.
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dynamics of great social, political ,
and economic relevance.

That women are the majority of the labor force
engaged in the agricultural production of tobacco in Lebanon is
an understatement.
With the possible exception of land
clearance, they participate actively in all phases of tobacco
farming . Simultaneously, they are also responsible for all
ongoing domestic and family tasks , including in some cases
food harvesting and processing, and care for livestock. Despite
this, rural women's contribution suffer from negligence and
under-evaluation. According to the National Report on Women
in Agriculture in preparation to the Beijing Conference (1995),
rural women as agricultural workers, enjoy no legal protection
of their rights or working conditions. Official statistics and
reports on the percentage and activities of women in the
agricultural labor force suffer from inconsistency, lack of
conceptual planning and analysis, and deficiencies in data
Due to this lack of official
collection and illustration.
recognition and inadequate documentation, the work conditions
and needs of rural women in Lebanon have rarely been
This neglect has consequently
identified or addressed .
furthered their invisibility in national development policies,
including those carried by international development agencies.
THE TOBACCO INDUSTRY:
INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL DYNAMICS

Tobacco production in Lebanon involves a number of
significant issues pertinent to the discourse both on national and
women's development. Those issues include I) the character of
agrarian capitalist production , 2) the definition of unpaid
female labor in its various forms , 3) the interaction between
official public policy and gender relations, and 4) the relations
between paid and unpaid work, on the one hand, and local and
international markets, on the other. As such, the dynamics of
this state-owned industry represents an arena of complex
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The
tobacco
industry
brings together in a hierarchical
order four divergent groups of
different capacities and interests.
The
international
cigarette
industry and its market hold the
strongest position in this order.
The
Lebanese
official
establishment through the Regie the state-owned tobacco company
which monopolizes tobacco sale
and production - occupies a
It is the
variety of positions.
middleman
extracting
raw
materials (tobacco leafs) from the
peasants and then exchanging
part of them on the international
market for hard currency. It is
also the industrialist engaged in
the production and sale (locally
and internationally) of national brands of cigarettes. Finally, it
is the adniinistrator organizing all the tobacco related affairs
(including planting, pricing, manufacturing, etc.) through a
restrictive licensing system. In the latter capacity, the Regie
also regulates imports of foreign brands of cigarettes (including
purchasing, marketing, and taxing).
Obviously, this
multiplicity of roles corresponds to a multiplicity of conflicting
interests, which often come at the expense of the interests of the
tobacco growers and local production. The third group in this
hierarchical order is the tobacco growers (including landless as
well as landholders owning various sizes of lands) who are
mostly concentrated in South Lebanon. The religious and
regional identity of this group as well as their own internal
hierarchical relations bring another problematic dynamic to the
whole industry. Finally, women as paid and unpaid laborers
constitute a sub-category situated within the latter group (more
details on this category will follow).
At different stages of production , relations between
those various groups have revolved around four sets of
socioeconomic transactions: commodity market transactions
(market / Regie), unequal surplus transfer and exchange (Regie
/ landlord) , feudalistic appropriation (landlord / laborers), and
traditional gender and hierarchical relations (male / female
family members) supported by social beliefs and practices
rooted in an Islamic/patriarchal cultural foundation. Those
transactions operate in an exploitative system whose dynamics
are reproduced at different levels of social interaction and
between the various actors involved. Within that system,
household relations develop in a manner which enforces gender
inequality and women 's underdevelopment.
Structural relations between the Regie and tobacco
growers (landless or land holders) as well as within the
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household between male and female members seem to fall
outside the capitali st mode of production as they do not always
involve exploitation of wage labor, rent, and profit
maxImization. Additionally, the landlords' appropriation of
peasan ts' labor evolves in seemingly "feudalistic" manners
which invo lve neither a simple commodity exchange cycle nor
a surplus product, at least not in the traditional sense." The
existence of these apparently feudal and non-capitalist relations
does not necessaril y signify that the tobacco industry (and
consequently agrarian relations in South Lebanon) operates in a
dual-economy structure. The economic agrarian reality in
Lebanon as manifested in the tobacco plantation system reveals
a complex capitalist structure in which wage labor is only one
important component. It reflects other relations of production
which technically fall outside direct market exchange systems,
both at the macro level (between peasants and landlords) and
the micro level (within the household). Although of feudal and
non-capitalist character, those relations constitute an important
component in the maintenance and survival of the capitalist
system. The integration , reproduction , and development of
those re lations are conditioned and limited by both their own
internal dynami cs as well as by the manipulative requirements
of the capitalist rationality of the dominant mode of production .
TOBACCO IN LEBANON:
AN INTRODUCTION

The hi story of tobacco in Lebanon is one of precarious
fortunes and constant struggle. It involves many complex
dynamics of significant impact on the directions of the labor
movement, gender relation s, and regional and capitalist
development in rural Lebanon. Its initial evolution was closely
tied to foreign (namely French) interests, while its growth has
always been completely subju gated to the interests of the
private sector, the cigarette cartel, and the feudal elite. Both the
indu strial and agricultural sectors of tobacco production suffer
from mismanagement, exploitation , and corruption. And
nowhere is the impact of these problems felt more than in the
Shi ' a regi on of South Lebanon which comprises the largest
concentration of tobacco growers and farms. Hasan Sharif
argues that "tobacco cultivation is the source of much of the
South's mi sery" (H. Sharif, 1978 , 11). Over the years, al-tabegh
(tobacco) has become a political ' issue' largely associated with
the Southerners' struggle against internal and external forces ,
including the Israeli occupiers. This issue has acquired
emotional overtones of patrioti sm which go beyond economic
as well as political considerations. For a Shi'a from South
Lebanon, the term al-tabegh evokes both survival and defeat.
Majed Halawi (1992) argues that politicians from all
ideological spectrums have capitalized on the tobacco issue in
a manner which has not always benefited tobacco workers. The
feudal elite of South Lebanon often played the tobacco card to
pressure the government into policies that suited their own
interests. While groups of opposition , especially from the
leftist camp, always adopted the tobacco issue as part of their
strategies to confront the establi shment and criticize its policies
towards the workers and the South.
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Despite its economic, social , and political
significance, the tobacco iss ue in Lebanon has rarely received
much academic attention. Except for a few limited unpubli shed
graduate theses (Hasib Faquih, 1993; Nahla Faquih, 1981 ;
Georges Yacoub, 1972)' 6 and one monograph published under
the auspices of the lnstitut des Sciences Social es at the
Lebanese University (Michel Morcos, 1974), no recent studies
have attempted to conduct a comprehensive inquiry on the
important social, political , and economic aspects of thi s
industry. Those few studies are marked by one of two patterns:
either a focus on the managerial and productive structures of the
Regie, or on the suffering of the "Shi 'a" tobacco growers (with
emphasis on the Shi ' a element). In both cases, they base their
findings on insufficient data which reproduce the same gender
bias of most Lebanese stati stical studies , and/or fail to advance
their analysis in the historical context of Lebanon 's
development and labor relation s. Many argue that thi s
deficiency is due to the secretive and bureaucratic nature of the
Regie which does not allow much room for statistically sound
analysis " (N. Faqih, 1981 ; H. Faqih, 1993). On the other hand,
studies of the political hi story of the Shi 'a community in
Lebanon (see Majed Halawi , 1992) rarely devote more than a
few pages to the tobacco issue; in many cases, most di scussion s
of the topic lack historical and/or national relevance. " As for
women 's role, most studies mention their heavy concentration
in the labor force of tobacco farming, but only in pass ing and
without any significant analysi s of the value of thi s involvement
and its relevance to the overall economy of modern Lebanon. It
is hoped that this study will tri gger further research interest and
contribute, however modestly, to a better understanding of rural
women 's conditions and their chances for empowerment.
THE TOBACCO AREA:
AGRARIAN DEVELOPMENT IN SOUTH LEBANON

As advanced above, tobacco farming has been largely
concentrated in South Lebanon. Initial French interests focused
tobacco cultivation in this region largely becau se of its
convenient agrarian land tenure and the availability of female
cheap labor through domestic production . in the post independence period, Lebanon's official development policy
promoted the advancement of the service, trade, and banking
sectors in Beirut and its immediate surroundings to the
disadvantage of other regions as well as sectors , especially
agriculture. The Shi'a Southerners, lacking educational and
employment opportunities and, therefore, skills, found in
agriculture their only chance for survival. The subjugation of
agricultural policies to private interests, the monopolization of
fertilizers, the neglect of productive irrigation plans, and the
domination of agricultural credit by moneylenders and wealthy
landowners, pushed the inhabitants of the South into dryfarming and cash crops, such as tobacco. Although the Reg ie 's
policies were exploitative, tobacco farming still seemed
attractive to the Southerners considering that the licensing
system adopted since the 1930's guaranteed the sale of their
entire crops. Successive governments encouraged Shi 'a
invol vement in tobacco farmin g with the objective of keeping
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them on their land and limiting internal migration.
By the mid 1970's, 72% of the population of South
Lebanon was dependent on tobacco farming, while the region
accounted for a similar proportion of the total area under
tobacco cultivation in Lebanon (Halawi, 1992, 59). It is almost
impossible however to identify the number of laborers who
actually work in tobacco farming. The official statistics of the
Regie indicate that 35000 licenses (out of a total of 41126 for
the country) were granted to the Southern region in 1974. This
number however does not correspond to the number of tobacco
laborers, because 1) owners of licenses are not necessarily the
ones who work in tobacco. According to A. Baalbaki, the
maximum number of license holders who actually engage in
tobacco production does not exceed 20,000,19 and the rest are
either sharecroppers, or absentee landlords who lease their
licenses to one or more persons. 2) Tobacco farming is laborintensive and involves both seasonal labor and all-year
activities; therefore, the number of required laborers that varies
throughout the year depends on the size of the licensed crop. 3)
Tobacco farming is family based and all family members are
involved in its various phases which makes it even harder to
calculate the number of laborers. By all accounts however, at
least 150 thousand laborers (full time and part time) are needed
to cultivate all licenced lands.
In 1971, tobacco production contributed 10% of the
country's net national income, amounting to LL. 41208304,
with the South providing 76% of this total (see Table 4). Figures
of the Regie's profits in recent years are unavailable. H. Sharif,
however, argues that in 1961, the Regie's profit was LL.
62,314,000 or about $US20 million (Sharif, 1978, 11). On the
other hand, the yearly income of a family of tobacco growers in
the South averaged LL. 1,208.14,2° or LL. 8.14 more than the
LL. 1,200 that the Institut de Recherches et de Formation en
vue du Development Harmonise (IRFED) in 1960-1961
identified as destitute (Halawi, 1992, 58).21

especially in petty trade and small appliance shops catering to
the needs of the foreign inhabitants. At the same time,
immigrants' remittances brought to the Southern economy a
flow of cash allowing a further increase in these new business
ventures (Baalbaki, 1994; Halawi, 1992). With the instability
of the tobacco situation, especially that the Regie suspended
production and purchasing for a number of years, many
families abandoned tobacco farming.
Since the advent of peace and the restoration of the
Regie, tobacco farming has been on the increase again.
According to informal figures of the Regie, 30% of the total
number of farmers who hold auctioned licenses have not begun
cultivation yet. At the same time, the Regie has increased the
number of licensed lands in the South by 18% indicating a
renewed interest in tobacco farming. The same reasons which
initially prompted Southerners to undertake tobacco farming
continue to exist. Official negligence of the South (despite the
many promises declared by the new emerging Shi'a leadership)
continues. Regional developments in the aftermath of the Gulf
War cost many immigrant workers from the South their jobs
and source of income. Political instability in West Africa historically an attractive destination for Shi ' a immigrants - also
resulted in the return of many immigrants to their lands.
Furthermore, a Regie representative suggested in an interview
that the government is determined to limit the outflow of
Southerners into Beirut and, therefore, is officially requesting
the Regie administration to offer the growers more incentives.
An official promise to extend social security and employment
benefits to tobacco growers and laborers is contributing to an
even further increase in production. While this promise might
turn out to be just another empty one, Southerners are indeed
choosing anew the "sour choice" (a term commonly associated
with tobacco farming) with the hope that their "source of
misery" (to use Sharif's term) might actually become their
source of relief.
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE REGIE'S PUBLIC POLICIES

TABLE

3 - TOBACCO PRODUCTION IN LL. BY REGION (1971)

AND STATE-PEASANT RELATIONS:

Region

Amount (LL.)

South Lebanon

31 ,399,201

76.20

Other Regions

9,809,103

23 .80

Total

41,208,304

Tobacco cultivation in Lebanon is governed by a
licensing system which gives the Regie absolute power over all
phases of production: from auctioning the licenses, to fixing all
the details involved in the production process (including the
size of crops, processing, seedling) and marketing of the final
product. The Regie's power is sanctioned by the Ministry of
Finance Decree No. 10957 of 1968. This decree "stipulates that
the Regie present[s] its yearly recommendations to the Minister
of Finance supported by detailed studies and statistics,
determining the areas needed to be licensed for tobacco
cultivation in order to meet requirements for local consumption
and export" (Yacoub, 1972, 5). Once approved, individual
licenses are issued by a ministerial Arrete, and as long as the
growers continue to meet the requirements (including
continuing yearly cultivation), their licenses are renewed every
year. 23 Although the Minister is the one who ultimately decides
on the final regulation of areas and licenses, the Regie as the

%

100

Source: Marcos (174, 109).

Throughout the civil war, tobacco production in South
Lebanon witnessed a significant decrease. Continuous Israeli
aggressions in the region and overall economic depression led
to a significant increase in internal and external migration. 22
Moreover, the arrival of UN security forces into the region and
along with them a strong purchasing power (in US dollars)
triggered the emergence of new types of commercial activities
18
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middleman between the Minister and the peasants plays an
important and decisive role, especially throughout the
recommendation process.
The main requirements of the licenses are: I)
submission of sufficient proof of ownership of cultivated lands;
and 2) a proof verifying the status of the licensee as head of a
household .'· The minimum size of a licensed area is one
dounum (equivalent to 1000 square meters or 0.05 hectare),
while the maximum size is 50 dounum s (2.5 hectares) ." The
Agricultural and Technical Departments of the Regie
continuously supervise all licensed areas and provide technical
advice to guarantee the quality of production and make sure the
farmers are fulfilling the terms of their licenses. The Regie's
represe ntatives also estimate the output (size and quality) of
each land and decide accordingly (and in advance) the price for
yielded tobacco leaves . Packages of tobacco are delivered to
the Regie 's regional warehouses where the company's officials
weigh them and pay farmers according to the previously
prescribed prices. According to Yacoub, '"farmers are supposed
to hand over to the Regie all their production of tobacco leaf.
Amounts in excess are destroyed without compensation to the
farmer. Shortages, however, subject the farmer to penalties"
(1972 ,6).
Over the years, the licensing system has been shaped
by many forces amongst which economic logic played a very
small part, if any at all (Yacoub, 1972, ii). By all accounts, the
relationship between the Regie and the peasants has always
been one of ex ploitation and struggle (Morcos; 1974; Sharif,
1978 ; Halawi , 1992 ; H. Faqih , 1993). Halawi sums up the
effects of the Regie's policies on the Southern tobacco growers:

The Regie has a/ways wielded immense power
and influence over the peasants. In more than
one way, the company perpetuated the classic
forms of political patronage in the South by
promoting the dependency o{ the peasants on
their zu 'ama, traditionally also their landowners,
for both granting licenses and pricing the crop.
It would suffice to look at the list of the names of
the major "g rowers ", i.e., those who are allowed
by the Regie to plant more than 2.5 hectares, to
appreciate the extent to which patronage played
a pivotal role in the granting of licensing
(Halawi, 1992, 58).
And among those " major growers" are politicians who
have probably never been to the South or worked in tobacco, as
well as high ranking employees in the Regie itself who list their
licenses under their wives ' names to avoid getting into trouble
with the law that does not allow employees to engage in
tobacco production , fearing conflict of interrest (Morcos, 1974,
61) . The auctioning of licenses is only the first in a long list of
exploitative dynamics. Both Halawi and Morcos argue that
well-connected landowners and zu 'ama always received the
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bulk of the licenses and then, in turn, sold them to their
supporters at substantial profit. This profit was sustained by the
pricing policy of the Regie. Preferential treatment was given to
those leaders and feudal families , at times offering them 3 to 4
times the price given to small peasants. Those buyers would
then purchase the latter's crop at a slightly higher price and then
sell them in turn to the Regi e at the already prescribed hi gher
price (Morcos, 1974; Halawi , 1992). The Ministry of Finance,
the official body responsible for the Regie, overlooked these
practices since they involved political figures from the highest
echelons.
The Regie also holds a monopol y over the purchasing,
sale, and marketing of foreign tobacco. According to Sharif
(1978 , II) driven by preference for short-term profits, the
company always managed to bypass the law which stipulates
that foreign imports should not exceed 5% of native cigarette
selling in the country. In 1972 alone, the Regie increased
imports of foreign cigarettes by 50%. This lead to higher
profits, which were accentuated by an increase in local sales '
taxes on cigarettes. Lebanese cigarettes could not compete with
imported ones even if the latter were more expensive, given the
poor industrial foundation of the Regie and the policy of
reserving the best quality leaves for export. Hence, it is not
surprising that Lebanese cigarettes are of inferior quality and ,
therefore, subject to low demand.
The manufacturing of local cigarettes has never been a
top priority for the Regie. The Company's General Technical
Secretary advanced in an interview that about 90% of the
unprocessed tobacco leaves are exported to the US, Canada,
and Brazil, and the rest (typically of the worst quality) are
reserved for local production. The Regie benefits from
exportation as it invol ves lower costs and therefore greater
profit (the Regie 's cost of tobacco planting is only for the price
of leaves. At the same time, the Regie's preference for
exportation is also due to the fact that the government grants the
company about 6% commission'" for all international
transactions related to the sale of tobacco leaves ( in addition to
a 4 % comission for the total amount perchased from the
growers ). " Furthermore, according to Yacoub, " in the protit
sharing formula the Regie get an additional 4 % of the adjusted
profit which excludes LL.20 per Kilogram of foreign tobacco
sold on the Lebanese market" (Yacoub, 1972, vii). As such ,
profits of the Regie rise at the expense of both the peasants and
the national treasury, especially that much of the profit remains
undeclared and gets channeled as high salaries and "extra"
expense accounts for the high ranking officials involved in the
business.
The exploitative approach of the public policy
governing tobacco production is most apparent in the
government's exclusion of tobacco growers from all
employment benefits . Only laborers who work in large
agriculture producing companies qualify for bendits. Family
members employed in their family-owned agricultural
companies (regardless of the size of production or number of
19
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employees) do not qualify. Women, forming the majority of
tobacco laborers, are by definition excluded.
LABOR OPERATIONS IN TOBACCO PROOIJCTION :'"
FOCUSSING ON THE FEMALE

The licensing system of tobacco production
establishes a formal relation between the peasants and the
official establishment. While this relationship places the
peasants within the control of the state, it does not, however,
bring state benefits into the immediate lives of the peasants.
Women, as the remainder of this paper attempts to demonstrate,
are an indispensable element in tobacco production. That they
are the majority of the labor force of tobacco farming is an
understatement. They participate in all phases of production,
except those involving land plowing. Women however, rarely
have any direct interaction with the Regie even in cases where
their husbands or fathers are not involved in the production
process. During the evaluation period, Regie representatives
deal directly with the male members of the household, partly
for social reasons which restrict female interaction with male
strangers and partly for the fact that lands (and therefore
licenses) are mostly in the name of men. In the case where
women are the holders of land and licenses, Regie
representatives would still extend their technical advice to the
male members of the family assuming that those are the
supervisors of production. At the same time, however, rigid
traditional attitudes become flexible if a woman is the sole
owner of the license (in the case of widows). The same
dynamics are also apparent during the delivery process as
women rarely get involved in transporting tobacco packages.
But between the initial stage which involves license auctioning
and product and price estimation, and the final stage of
transporting tobacco and collecting proceeds, most of the
operations are in the 'hands ' of women. And those hands are
what keep the assembly line of tobacco production rolling - a
production which transforms women's world into factories
without walls.

Y. it e
labor, with the latter being the most productive factor. The
nature of tobacco farming does not allow mechanization and,
therefore, depends predominantly on a large labor force
(hands). At some point in the production process, a multiplicity
of 'hands ' is decisive, especially during the cropping and
stringing period when leaves are at risk of dryness and damage.
In these cases, both timing and time are equally important. The
number of laborers as well as the period of operations depend
on the size of land and output, but the schedule extends all year
long (see Table 4).
In general, the cultivation of one dounum may require 100 to
150 days of work and about 8 part-time and full-time laborers
(excluding a tractor-operator). What follows is a description of
labor operations involved in tobacco production in order to give
a clear idea of the division of labor and women's activities.
The first phase of tobacco cultivation begins towards
the end of January or early February, when frosting is no longer
a risk, and continues until the end of May. The period involves
preparation of both seed beds and licensed fields. Seed beds are
preferably located near the house and close to a water source.
The preparation of the chosen area (rectangular beds) is a
complex and detailed process which involves thorough plowing
(manual) and then smoothing of the soil. Throughout this
process chemical insecticides and weed killers'9 are used . After
sowing the seeds, the beds are covered with a thin layer of soil
mixed with fertilizers , and then watered thoroughly.
Meanwhile, the fields are prepared simultaneously by tilling the
soil (at least four times) with a tractor.

Most of the people interviewed for this study stated
that they hire an outsider with a tractor to till the land (only one
family had a son who owns a tractor). Preparation of beds and
seed-bedding, however, is largely carried out by family
members. Occasionally, only families which belong to category
3 (see above) hire part-time laborers, as husbands (and male
children) with outside jobs (regardless of their work hours and
responsibilities)3° are less cooperative. In such cases, female
hired-help)] is paid half the hourly rate of male labour. No
Tobacco cultivation depends on two factors: land and
satisfactory explanation was given for such
TABLE 4: SCHEDULE A:\,O DISTRIBUTION
discrepancy in wages . But in all cases, female
OF TOBACCO LABOR OPERATIONS:
family members are heavily involved (see Table
5). Those who do not participate in this phase
are largely women whose husbands do not have
January until May
. Preparation of land and seed-bedding (plowing,
outside
jobs (see category 4). In this case the
disinfecting, sowing, watering, fertilizing , etc.)
division of labor is clear: the husband and older
May and June
Transplanting, planting, irrigating, and weeding. children (male or female) are responsible for
operations in the field ; and the wife and younger
children (mostly female) are responsible,
June until October
Harvesting (leaf cropping and weeding), pestbesides
their domestic duties, for operations
control, and leaf-stringing.
within the household (especially at later phases).
This division of labor is based on decisions
Leaf-drying and leaf-pressing.
October until December
taken in an atmosphere of cooperation and
'partnership' .
December and January
Leaf-packaging and transportation of bales.

Source: Data collected by the author, 1994 and 1995.
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The second phase involves transplanting
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TABLE

5 - TASKS

BY WOMEN IN TOBACCO FARMING
IN LEBANON

Tasks

No. Of Women
(Sample Size 62)

Percentage

Land Clearing (seed-beds)

42

67.74

Seed-bedding

48

77.41

Planting

53

85.48

Fertilizing

31

50

Irrigating

48

77.41

Weeding

53

85.48

Pest Control

40

64.51

Leaf-Cropping

61

98.38

Leaf-Stringing

62

100

Packaging

61

98.38

Transporting and Marketing

5

8.9

Source: Data collected by the author, 1995.

tobacco leaves from the seed-beds to the field. This process is
very tedious and time consuming and requires a large number
of hands working in teams. First, plants are carefully pulled out
and handed over to another person who transports them to the
fields . A laborer receives the plants in mud and plants them in
holes dug at a distance of 40 to 60 cm in parallel lines and then
shoves the earth with his/her foot. Throughout this phase, the
whole family is mobilized. Out of the 62 women interviewed,
53 participated in this process. Of the rest, 2 women (from
Mount Lebanon) had outside jobs, 2 stated medical reasons,
one was 63 years old and could not sustain the hardship of the
process, and 4 stayed home to take care of younger children and
household chores. But the same women asserted that this lack
of participation is not necessarily permanent as it may vary
from one year to the other depending on their health and/or
work circumstances. In addition, similar to the first phase, men
who hold outside jobs are not heavily involved in the
transplantation process and thus, outside help is sought.
Harvesting and leaf-stringing begin in June (although
some transplanting may continue) and last until October
(though it may end earlier depending on the size of the crop).
Women and children are at this point the main element in the
production process. As table 6 indicates, all but one (because of
old age) of the 62 women interviewed engaged in leaf-cropping
and all 62 of them in leaf-stringing. Husbands and male adult
children of women in category 4 participate in harvesting, but

rarely if ever in leaf-stringing (only in one household an old
grandfather was helping). Outside paid-help is never sought for
these activities: all men interviewed said "this would be a waste
of money ; women can 'easily ' do it while taking care of
cooking and cleaning and even socializing."'2 And, indeed,
women do (it is questionable how easily though). Their days
revolve around tobacco stringing which could begin as early as
6 a.m . and end as late as 9 p.m.
Women (mothers , daughters of all ages, daughters-inlaw, younger boys, sisters) gather in circles (either on the house
terrace or inside the house in a large room) around piles of
tobacco leaves and string them into chains. They exchange
stories, sing, or even watch television if available. Female
visitors would occasionally join in the activities, either out of
politeness or habit (as they are often tobacco growers
themselves on a break from work) ." Men , on the other hand,
would go out to socialize with their male friends either in a
local coffeehouse or in the village square. Even if they remain
at home, they rarely participate; they simply sit with the women
and watch them working. When I questioned them about the
reason, men who have outside jobs claimed that they had
already done their daily share of work in the office, and those
who do not said that they needed some time to relax and
socialize with their friends and, "after all , women (not men) can
socialize together while stringing tobacco." They all supported
this claim arguing that women do not spend time outdoors
anyway (they have no place to go, but to other households) and
in all cases they have more patience for monotonous activities.
Women, on the other hand, either joked bitterly and
sarcastically about men's resistance to this activity or even
complained openly, yet rarely in the presence of men. J4
Throughout the day, chains of stringed tobacco are
hung indoors until they turn yellow before they are brought out
in the sun and hung between two parallel poles. In case of rain
or high humidity (both cause leaf-fermentation) chains of
tobacco must be entered into a storeroom or, into small houses,
bedrooms and living rooms. No studies have been conducted to
date about the health hazards involved in these cases, but all
peasants who slept in rooms full of tobacco leaves complained
of insomnia and headache symptoms. Additionally all women
interviewed complained about skin problems. Once dry and
crisp, tobacco leaves are packaged and clothed in bales. The
Regie used to provide the peasants with special bags as part of
the prescribed subsidy; however, since the beginning of the civil
war in 1975 peasants have been purchasing those bags at their
own expense.
Packages of dry tobacco are ready for
transportation to the Regie's warehouses by early January, and,
at this point, women's involvement comes to a halt. Only 5 out
of the 62 women interviewed participated in the delivery
process: 2 were widows and therefore the heads of their
households, and 3 were the owners of the cultivated lands and
licenses and accompanied their husbands to Regie locations.
The latter group told me that at points when they couldn't make
it for one reason or the other, the Regie's officials overlooked
their absence and easily dealt with the husbands instead.
21
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THE HOUSEHOLD AS A PRODUCTION UNIT:

The research findings show that rural women are not
only involved in the tobacco sector as soc ial reproducers of
labor, but are participating directly as paid and especially
unpaid laborers. Men's labor in this sector is secondary in
number and value to that of women . This is apparent, despite
the fact that available statistics on Lebanon's agricultural
development as well as records of the Regie ignore women's
involvement. 1n fact, the sig nificance of women's and children's
contribution to tobacco production is strikingly apparent in the
Regie 's regul ation which restricts the granting of tobacco
licenses to landowners who are married and heads of family.
These two requirements (marri age and landownership) are
extremely important in the development of both gender
relations and landowner/peasant relations. They establish a
state of complex, yet unequal , dependence between all the

groups involved. When questioned about the rationale behind
this requirement (family status), all Regie represe ntatives
categorically affirmed that without family support, tobacco
agricultural production is virtually unfeasible. When pressed
for further explanation, they admitted that a family base
(especially a large family) keeps the cost of labor very low and
therefore the margin of profit very high, for the Regie and,
arguably, for the family.
Land and family structures in South Lebanon are
especially favorable for this strategy, considering the
unavailability of other gainful employment opportunities in the
region and the dependence of a large number of families on
agriculture. (an immediate outcome of the economic
development strategy of the government).
Inheritance
decisions are directly affected by the Regie 's land ownership
requirements as parents keep in mind that, after all , men are the
heads of households and responsible for the family's survival.
Therefore, they make sure to register the land in advance in the
name of their male children and not take the risk of the land
being divided according to Shari 'a laws which guarantees a
daughter half her brother's inheritance. In Christian villages,
parents claim to be more
egalitarian
in
their
property distribution
between their male
and
female
children
since
tobacco is not
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TABLE

Educational Level

6: EDUCATIONAL LEVEL OF FEMALE LABORERS - SAMPLE SIZE 62 (1995)
Shi'a from S. Lebanon

Shi 'a from Mt. Lebanon

Maronite from Mt. Lebanon

25 (62,5%)

2 (20%)

I (8.33 %)

up to 3 years/school

11

2

0

Elementary Certificate

3

1

1

Mid-School Certificate

1

4

4

High School Degree

0

1

4

College studies

0

0

2

40

10

12

never attended school

Total

Source: Constructed by the author based on data co llected in 1995 , Lebanon.

really the primary source of income in the region (at least not
for Christian families) .
On the other hand, the patriarchal structure (enforced
by a traditional reli gious attitude) in the South which confines
women to the private sphere of the family makes the region
even more advantageous to the mode of production associated
with tobacco cultivation. Tobacco is a labor-inten sive crop (see
Table 4 for a li st of activiti es involved). As Vaughan and
Chipande 35 argue, "because of the large number of di screte
operations which need to be performed (some at short notice)
on it, tobacco production is difficult to mechani ze."36 A large
part of the activities, especiall y in the post- harvesting period
(such as stringing leaves), is performed at home. At
this point, the production benefits from the
patriarchal family and draws heavily on the
labor of a large pool of women and children
(Shi ' a families in South Lebanon are
marked by a high level of birthrate) .
The data on Southern
women laborers ' educational
level indicates a very low
of
schooling,
level
especially in comparison
with both Christian and
Shi'a laborers in Mount
Lebanon (see table 6).
The deficiency in the
of
educational
level s
Southern women limits the ir
employment opportunities and
direct partIcIpation in the
form al
sector,
and
consequently confines them
to the home and to tobacco

actIvIties. Those actIvities are largely seen as not requirin g
any "real " skills. They are of a repetitive nature and require
patience and time. For instance, both men and women in
Mount Lebanon stressed the fact (often proudl y) that, if she
chooses or the situation requires, the wife or the daughter may
be able to have access to gainful (waged) employment in the
formal or informal sector. They attributed this freedom to the
woman's
educational
leve l.
Furthermore,
regional
development in Mount Lebanon as favored by the
establishment allows the avai lability of such employment
opportunities outside the tobacco indu stry (for both men and
women) . In the case of Southern women , on the other hand ,
both men and women stressed that tobacco is their only
possible arena. In the case when the male head of the
household did not have access to wage activiti es outside the
agricultural sector, a sense of eq uality was apparent in his
attitude (if anything, he would stress hi s physical advantage,
be ing stronger and more capabl e of enduring physical work) .
Almost all hu sbands of women from the third category, who
are employed in governmental posts (Water company, Regie
regional office, Electricity company) , pointed to the fact that
their wives could not have access to the same job due to their
lack of "skills."
The detailed finding s also show, that despite being
subject to many common constraints, there are important
variations in the situation of women in the tobacco settin g, and
in the general perception of the value of their labor activities.
These variations are directly linked to hou sehold structures
and, in the case of married women, to their husbands'
economic activities. The labor of women whose husbands are
engaged in waged labor is assigned less value (by both men
and women) than that of women whose hu sband s are engaged
full time in tobacco production. Even within the first case,
there are further variations among women if the hu sbands'
waged employment is outside or within the agricultural sector,
23
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within or without the formal sector. As noted earlier, men with
paid employment outside the agricultural sector do not
participate much in the operations of production, and women
seem to accept this lack of involvement: "after all he goes out
to work," they told me. However, they seem to be even more
sympathetic to their husbands ' withdrawal from the operations
if the latter worked within the agricultural field (but outside
tobacco); women in these cases stressed that their husbands are
indeed really working very hard. ]n this latter case, men
themselves exhibited a stronger sense of understanding of the
hardships associated with their wives' work in tobacco
production. Furthermore, the positions and power of women
are also determined by their access to economic resources
outside the tobacco sector, as well as by their ownership of
land (suitable for cultivation of any products). All of the few
women who owned the cultivated lands (and therefore the
licenses) claimed to have more say in the decision process
related to tobacco operations (such as hiring outside help) and
to have more control over the proceeds than those who did not
own the land .
During the interviews , both husbands and wives
treated women ' s labor with less significance in the case of
the husbands who have gainful employment outside homebased tobacco production. ]n this case, women's labor stands
in a contradictory relationship to waged labor, and it,
therefore, takes its meaning and value from this relationship.
The outside income of the husband (real, stable, and
measurable) gives him more importance in terms of the
maintenance and survival of the family, and therefore more
power. And again in such cases , these men insisted (rather
arrogantly) that the family ' s well-being depends primarily
on their salaries and that tobacco proceeds are "extra
money," and the operations gave women something to do
during the day. ]n these cases, men acted as the ' overseers '
of production and dominated most decisions; they
considered their wives and daughters to be "helping" with
the family ' s income but not really "working" - considering
that outside help is usually sought to make up for the
husbands' absence. Women's activities at this point stood in
comparison with the work of paid laborers whose role is
considered more important than the work done by unpaid
women. As for women's perception of their own activities in
such cases (category 3), they all realize their vital role in the
maintenance of production but only as an extension of their
gender-defined duties. All women in this category answered
the question "Do you work?" by saying rather timidly,
something of this sort: "not really, I just 'help' and anyway,
bitsalla (I kill time) with tobacco ."
On the other hand, when both men and women work
their own land and/or rent a tobacco license and land for
family production and have no outside wages , the value of
their respective labor is relatively equal. In this case a
woman ' s labor and time are considered equally vital to the
production process as her husband ' s. When asked if their
wives and daughters "work," virtually all men in this

category answered positively. Furthermore, women in this
case are more integrated in the decision - making process in
terms of all phases and details of production. Most men said
that they consulted with their wives about hired help
(whenever needed) , schedule of operations, and spending of
proceeds. Women however, have no role during the phases
which involve activities of direct contact with the public
sphere (namely the Regie) - such as the sale and delivery of
products. During those phases , the sexu al division of labor is
very rigid . But interestingly enough, this division , as in the
case of widows , is maintained less by patriarchal structures
than by the Regie' s regulations related to land-ownershi p
and licensing.
Finally, all men regardless of their
employment activities stated categorically that if the wife
and the daughter do not agree to ' help' or ' work ' in tobacco
production they would definitely refrain from tobacco
cultivation and would seek other possibilities. Furthermore,
all families engaged in tobacco production (especially those
completely dependent on this production for survival)
expressed preference for daughters as opposed to sons - a
preference which contradicts with the common perception
that the Arabs typically prefer boys to girls.
CONCLUSION: GENDER RELATIONS
OR CAPITALIST RELATIONS?

It is evident that women play an essential role in the
tobacco production system. Their position within this system,
however, is governed both by the dynamics of capitalist
relations and those of gender relations. At the same time, the
system of production itself depends in its development on two
main factors: I) the existence of certain patriarchal and gender
relations and principles which define women 's duties and
restrict them to the confines of the household ; and 2) the official
development strategy in Lebanon which , in general, provided
women with less educational and employment opportunities
(with regional variations) and, therefore, made them available
for unpaid household production.
As for women's perception of their role in this system,
it is often determined by their immediate household and family
context, as well as their educational and social attributes which
determine their access to outside income possibilities. But
regardless of these conditions, women often viewed their
activities (whether working or helping) as part of an overall
family strategy. Even when they complained about their
husbands' lack of support and their work conditions, they
viewed their ultimate "oppressor" to be the circumstances
which have led them (and their families) into such situations in
the first place. Those circumstances were, in their view, the
result of the government's regional policies as well as the
Regie's exploitative measures. Women in Mount Lebanon ,
however, carried less anger and a milder attitude towards both
the government and the Regie since they lacked the sense of
desperation apparent in the disposition of Southern women. The
involvement of many households in Mount Lebanon in tobacco
production is the result of a rational choice based on economic
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calculation rather than limited income earning opportunities.
Many women in these households insisted that they chose
tobacco production out of convenience and appreciation of the
freedom of movement it entails. This choice factor is also
apparent in the case of a number of other women in South
Lebanon who are resorting to tobacco farming as a strategy for
survival and independence. From within the boundaries of their
patriarchal households and soci al limitations, these women are
challenging and attempting to change and/or benefit from the
established soc ial and economic order imposed by the
dynamics of tobacco production. This paper will conclude with
a presentation of the experiences of three such women.
Tahira (her real name) is 35 years old. Her family has
been producing tobacco as the sole source of income for as long
as she could remember. Since she was a child, she has assi sted
in all phases of production. Tahira is illiterate as her parents
could not afford sending her to a school outside the village
(none existed in hers) and also because her help was needed at
home. As a teenager, she learned how to sew and, for over 15
years, spent her free time outside tobacco operations making
cl othes. A few years ago, Tahira decided to use her savings from
her allowance and clothes-making to rent a land and a tobacco
li cense. She told me that since she was helping her family in
tobacco production , why not do it for her own benefit. When
her parents obj ected she insi sted cl aiming that she had
probably mi ssed her ch ance for marri age and she needed to
secure her future and not rema in dependent on her brothers.
She also appeased them by ex pl aining that they would not lose
her help (as she would take care of her crop and theirs
simultaneously) , and after all, as she informed me, " they did not
provide her with ski ll s that would allow her to seek
employment elsewhere" .
Tahira explained her preference for tobacco over
clothes-making on the grounds that tobacco sale is guaranteed
by the li cense conditions, and this way she didn't have "to rely
on the insecurity of making clothes to women who could not
afford many dresses a year to begin with ." When I went back to
the village to conduct research on a different project at the end
of the summer in 1995 , I met Tahira in the female literacy
program. She happily informed me that she was no longer
illiterate. She also told me that, although she has enough money
to buy her own land and license , she does not qualify for the
licen se as she is not considered by the Regie as head of a
hou sehold. However, she timidly hinted to the fact that this
situation may change as at least one single man has expressed
interest in marrying her.
Layla and Zaynab are best friends and both are in their
mid 30's. The first is a widow (her husband died of a heart
attack a few years ago) with three small children, while the
second jokes that she "has missed the marriage train." Zaynab
has been helping her parents with tobacco, as she claims, "since
I was a toddler!" She always wanted to have her own source of
income as her father is not very generous with her and has
always been very strict. But considering her lack of skills and

education, she has had no other options but to concede to
reality. Layla, on the other hand , has no experience in tobacco
since neither her family nor her late husband was a laborer or
grower. When her husband died, she and her children inherited
a large piece of land and some money; however, she ended up
under the domination and at the mercy of her family in law,
especially since she had no skills to seek outside employment.
One day, Zaynab suggested to Layla to j oin efforts
and get their own tobacco producti on going. And th at's exactly
what they did, at the outrage of both Layla's family in law and
Zaynab's parents. Layla provided the land and got the li cense
(being a widow she is considered a head of a househo ld).
Zaynab sold her jewelry and added the money and her modest
savings to Layla's money. But most important, she provided
her knowledge and skills in tobacco fanning. Zaynab defied her
parents' will and did what she wanted, but she was ab le to do so
only because she used her own sav ings and a lso because, after
all , she as well as Layla "d id not break any social rule." They
remained within the confines of tradition and re li gion. And the
same applies to Layla vis a vis her family in law. Zaynab and
Layla divide the responsibilities eq ua ll y and in such a way that
they do not overwork themselves. They hire laborers onl y if
they have to and in such cases, they to ld me, they make sure to
pay a female laborer a bit more tha n her male counterpart!
Zaynab and Layla both claim that they have the best
reputation in the village and are pressured to watch their actions
and not risk losing it. Zaynab has practicall y moved in with
Layla and visits her parents infreq ue ntl y but run s into them a lot
(they live at a short di stance). When I went to interv iew the
parents, the father spoke angrily about hi s "selfi sh" daughter,
while the mother man aged to whisper to me proudl y that her
daughter is very smart and capable. Fin ally, Layla is tutoring
Zaynab in reading and writing. They both told me joking ly that
they are 'roommates' (they used the Eng li sh word) just like
women bi-Amerca (in America).
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